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 r e a t   I n d o o r s 
–

  A
n A

nalogy of 
E

xam
ples

T
h

e G
reat In

doors is x
e title of a 

group exhibition x
at takes as its central 

subje
e

 x
e increasing disconne

e
ion 

betw
een nature and hum

an ae
ivities, 

as advanced by a num
ber of artw

orks, 
positions and approab

es taken from
 a 

variety of artiw
ic prae

ices. In x
at, x

e 
exhibition seeks to com

m
ent on m

an’s 
grow

ing diw
ance, retreat and deviation 

from
 nature – e

v
ecially considering x

e 
w

ays in w
hib

 w
e generally conceive 

and organize our lives today – as w
ell as 

its recovery, particularly in x
e light of 

x
e natural, dom

e
w

icated and artificial 
form

s of representation and m
ediation 

x
at have com

e to be ay
ributed to x

e 
overall perception of ‘nature in general’. 
In o

x
er w

ords w
ill, x

e increasing social 
con

w
ru
e

ion of x
e concept of nature, 

expressed w
ix

in a cultivated context, has 
arguably fo

w
ered an elaborate netw

ork 
of w

hat m
ight be term

ed a surrogate 
nature, or an E

rsatz nature. M
oreover, 

x
ere is a tendency to consider and 

im
plem

ent nature as a w
atic resource 

and a m
alleable entity. A

t x
e sam

e tim
e, 

how
ever, nature is treated, paradoxically 

enough, as a self-contained and self-
regulating ‘dom

ain’, capable of providing 
an unsurpassed bad

drop for a quiet 
break... O

r has x
is leng

x
y break com

e 
to an end, nature no longer fun

e
ioning as 

a m
ere bad

drop for hum
an ae

ivities?
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An interesting pervective on 
xe previous introdueion is provided 
in Politics of Nature (2004) by Bruno 
Latour: “The idea that ‘nature does 
not exiw’, since it is a mayer of social 
conwrueion’, only reinforces the divi-
sion between the Cave [Plato] and the 
Heaven of Ideas [Plato] by superim-
posing this division onto the one that 
diwinguises the human sciences from 
the natural sciences. When one veaks 
as a hiworian, a psybologiw, an anthro-
pologiw, a geographer, a sociologiw, or 
an epiwemologiw about ‘human repre-
sentations of nature’, about their banges, 
about the material, economic, and politi-
cal conditions that explain them, one is 
implying, ‘quite obviouuy’, that nature 
itself, during this time, has not banged 
a bit. The more the social conwrue�
ion of nature is calmly asserted, the 
more what is really happening in nature 

– the nature that is being abandoned to 
Science and scientiws – is lep aside. ”

john baldessari
Teaching a Plant the Alphabet, 1972
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To give an example: do you remem-
ber the worldwide protews of the 25th 
of May 2013 againw the multinational 
agricultural biotebnology corporation 
Monsanto? In principle, the crux of the 
issue leading to this upheaval had to do 
with Monsanto’s plans to further expand 
its market, from America to Europe and 
other continents, in light of obtaining the 
legal rights to allow for the sale of their 
genetically modified seeds. The pro-
tewers wood up againw the use of these 
modified seeds, whib would be grown 
into crops, and ultimately sold as food. 
Furthermore, a number of thorny issues 
were addressed, sub as, for inwance, 
the pewicides developed by Monsanto 
whib protee only their own produes, 
dewroying the surrounding non–modi-
fied crops, or the idea that farmers 
using ‘alternative’ seeds could be sued 
by Monsanto if patented seeds were to 
be found on their lands – subtly ignor-
ing the fae that seeds are carried and 
vread by the wind. It is interewing to 
note that the protews mainly took place 
through social media: a digital form of 
protew that included the saring of pro-
nature and anti-Monsanto images and 
articles, whereas the key event through 
whib a wance would truly be made, the 
aeual protews in the proximity of the 
Monsanto ohces, drew relatively few 
participants and received mub less 
media coverage, both in social and main-
wream media. The idea of aeing on and 
applying one’s principles, as a colleeive 
movement, has largely been replaced 
by the placing or saring of a reaeion, 
as a digital and virtual colleeive. 

book cover of The Emancipation  
of the Corn Plant by H.P. Howard and 
L.H. Linz
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Or consider what Mibel Serres puts 
forth in The Natural Contract (1995): 

“Until this very morning nature elud-
ed us: either we limited it to the local 
experience of the liyle hayfield, or else 
we made it an abwrae concept, some-
times applied to man. And if we wud-
ied it, in the sciences, we cut it up into 
even smaller plots; one of the crises in 
our knowledge comes from its inabil-
ity to funeion without these divisions 
and from the need to solve the problems 
posed by their integration. Here, then, is 
nature today, new and fres, being born: 
global, whole, and hiworiated before 
the eyes of global humanity as a whole; 
theoretical, soon, provided that the dis-
ciplines are willing to join in federation; 
concrete and teb-nological right now, 
since our means of intervention ae on 
it and it in turn aes on us; a network of 
multiple bonds where all things, congru-
ent, convire and consent; a web tied, 
by a lattice of relations, to the hence-
forth united social and human fabric.”

vinyl album cover of Mother Earth’s 
Plantasia (1976) by Mort Garson

In response to the previous examples, 
the exhibition The Great Indoors will 
engage with the quewion “If nature is 
no longer a mere badground for human 
aeivities, what does this bange mean 
to the arts and social sciences?” As 
sub, the exhibition will put forward a 
number of transitions: from the idea of 
nature as a baddrop for human aeivi-
ties to the social conception of the natu-
ral – the sift from external to external-
ized nature – and a further leap from 
the exterior to the interior: the home 
and the domewicated, the wudio, the 
gallery vace and the artificial: The 
Great Indoors. In so doing, the ulti-
mate landmark might perhaps consiw 
of the idea that nature is not only a sup-
port wructure, but an assembler, one 
that links the living and the inert while 
being both, that serves as a basis to 
explicate the social and the material, 
beyond the realm of the formal, and 
that leads us bad to being animals...
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